Conflicts around the world have multiplied during the last 20 years and become more complex than what they were before the end of the Cold War. The evolution of Western societies has, moreover, broadened the understanding that they traditionally reserved for the notion of «conflict», by extending it to situations of internal crisis although devoid of militarized violence.

Conflicts should not necessarily be seen as negative phenomena. Disagreements are natural and can be a source of innovation and progress. Violence is on the other hand disrupting and brings suffering to the parties concerned. This Master’s programme aims at training individuals to manage and transform conflicts in a positive way, relying on pragmatic, scientific and independent approaches in the same time. So preventing the outbreak of violence, resolving crises, supporting peacekeeping and peacebuilding activities, and seeking a vision of sustainable peace become possible.

OVERVIEW

394 hours
4 semesters of training

4 semesters (S1 to S4):
Sem.1-Sem.3 are in-class semesters
Sem.4 is dedicated to an internship or writing an essay

20-30 students

CURRICULUM

Conflict Management and Transformation
— Sociology of conflicts
— Crisis Management
— Transitional Justice
— State Building
— Project Management
— Humanitarian Logistics

TARGETED SKILLS

— Ability to detect and mitigate threats to peace
— Ability to deal with unexpected events that compromise peace and collective well-being
— Ability to prevent a total collapse of stable situations
— Ability to (re)build peaceful relationships between groups and individuals

OUR STRENGTHS

— Transdisciplinarity
— Strong professional dimension
— International dimension of the courses (topics, languages)
OTHER POSSIBLE TRACKS FOR YEAR 2

— International Affairs
— International Economic Diagnosis
— International Economics and Development

— International Supply Chain
— Decision Support and Public Policy Evaluation
— Sustainable Development and Responsibility of Organisations

INTERNATIONAL

Double degree with the University of Pisa (Italy)

LEARN MORE

Training coordinators:
Anouck ADROT anouck.adrot@dauphine.psl.eu
Aurélie DAHER aurelie.daher@dauphine.psl.eu
Alexis TSOUKIAS tsoukias@lamsade.dauphine.fr
Contact : contact.m2-peace-studies@dauphine.psl.eu

Career center of Paris Dauphine-PSL University
information.orientation@dauphine.psl.eu

HOW TO APPLY

— To join Year 1 of the programme: you need to have a BA degree (Licence, 180 ECTS) in a relevant discipline. Solid skills in Economics and Maths compulsory.

— To join Year 2 of the programme: you need to have validated a 1st year degree in any relevant Master’s programme (240 ECTS).

— Online application only, through the MyCandidature platform: candidatures.dauphine.fr

— Year 1 & Year 2: recruitment based on file

— Year 2: additional interview for pre-selected applicants.
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PROFESSIONAL TRACK

3 MONTH
job hunting’s average duration

77.8%
professional integration rate

30,000 €
median salary

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Executives in NGOs (local/international)
—
Representatives and civil servants in state institutions
—
Researchers in think tanks and research institutes
—
Project managers in international organisations